
+49 (0)40 468 992 48
Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

Two-day Cornering school Baden Airpark (M-ID: 2303)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/2303-two-day-cornering-school-baden-airpark

from €929.00
Dates and duration (days)

The circuit, co-developed by Formula 1 circuit builder Hermann Tilke, has 12 bends and is just under
three kilometers long. It offers ideal conditions for deepening the riding techniques required for
everyday motorcycling.

With the most individual attention possible and a daily
schedule perfectly tailored to training success, the Curve
School offers optimal conditions for discussing and
training topics such as eye-tracking, line selection, braking,
seating position, and hanging-off technique.

The cornering school is aimed at all motorcyclists who
want to work on their cornering technique and refine it
further. The participants are divided into homogeneous
groups (maximum 7 riders per group) and supervised by
experienced instructors. The training starts in different
parts of the track, which will be ridden by each group one
after the other. For this purpose, we have the handling
course, the circular track, and a large free track section at
our disposal. Afterward, we go over the whole track in small
groups to further practice what we have learned. The
instructors show the right line and give valuable tips and
suggestions. Freeriding is also on the program for the fast
groups.

The training also offers excellent opportunities for sports
riders and those with track experience to further improve
their skills. In the sportier groups of the cornering school,
the focus is particularly on vision and steering, seat
position, line selection, and the hanging-off technique with
the infamous grinding of the kneepad over the asphalt.

-

Program:

- Circuit training
- Vision and steering
- Handling, riding, and braking exercises
- Guided laps

- Seat position
- Hanging-off technique

-

Training schedule (example):

07.30:
Individual arrival, registration, check-in, welcome, rider
briefing;

09.00 - 13.00:
Grouping and section training;

13.00 - 14.00:
Lunch break;

14.00 - 17.00:
Lap riding in time blocks,

followed by farewell and end of training.
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Countries Germany

Category Motorcycle Training Course

Terrain Onroad

Vehicle your own motorcycle

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Ferry no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) no

Customer payment protection yes

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

Per rider: €929.00

-

per accompanying person per day catering (one lunch) €43.00

-

2-day individual training (surcharge) €1,695.00

Included

Exclusively rented route

On-site support

Professional instructors

Video analysis

Technical Service

Track safety

Emergency doctor and ambulance service

Participant documents

Mineral water, coffee, fruit

Hot lunch

Not included

Motorcycle

Overnight stay in a hotel
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Petrol

Insurance

Photos

Other catering

Everything that is not specified under services

More details

Minimum number of participants: 50 (per event day). If the minimum number of participants is not reached, we
reserve the right to cancel the training up to 28 days before the start of the training.

General Requirements:

The motorcycle must be in technically perfect condition and the route may only be ridden with vehicles that
have a road permit (German traffic law). A full-face helmet (ECE standard), motorcycle gloves and boots (no
laced boots or similar) are mandatory. A high-quality textile motorcycle suit is accepted as protective clothing,
but we recommend a leather suit with back protector.

Please ensure sufficient tire tread (at least 2 mm) and sufficient brake pad thickness (also at least 2mm).

The pass-by noise of 98 dB (A) must not be exceeded. The house rules of the Driving Center Baden apply and it
is urgent to ensure that the noise regulations are observed. The track operator carries out measurements
before and during the training sessions

Riding skills: The cornering school is suitable for all motorcyclists from novice to sport-oriented experts and for
almost all types of motorcycles. This course is only unsuitable for absolute beginners and chopper motorcycle
riders. We explicitly point out that the Cornering School is also and especially suitable for 125cc and riders of
48 HP motorcycles. On request we also offer special 125cc groups.

Individual training: The two-day training day can also be booked as individual training in limited numbers. Here,
a participant can book an instructor exclusively for him/herself for an additional charge.

Accommodation: The B & B Hotel at Baden Airpark is only about 3 minutes away from the site. Toilets are
available on the premises of the Driving Center Baden, but no shower facilities. It is not possible to stay
overnight on the premises.

Special features: Mineral water and fruit will be available throughout for all participants at various break
stations. A hot meal followed by coffee will be provided during the lunch break. The catering is included in the
participation fee.

Refueling: is not possible on the entire premises, so please come to the course with a fully fueled motorcycle.
The next gas station is located about 500m outside the area in the direction of Hügelsheim.

Accompanying persons: Accompanying persons are welcome as spectators. We recommend arriving together,
as the track's security personnel close the gate during the day.

The following rules for accompanying persons apply by the track operator:

- Accompanying persons have to book the catering as well;

- Therefore it is recommended to book the additional lunch directly at the time of registration;

- It is forbidden to enter the track. Accompanying persons are only allowed to stay in the hangar and the terrace
area.

Services:

- Photo service from Racepixx

- Technical service from Werner & Werner (tire service, chassis, small repairs, etc.)
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- Video analysis of Benjamin Korb plus team

Video analysis: Video analysis helps to identify deficits and improve them directly in the next turn. The
professional support of the instructors makes this service a unique experience.
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